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Accurate knowledge of the charge and Zemach radii of the proton is essential, not only for
understanding its structure but also as input for tests of bound-state quantum electrodynamics and
its predictions for the energy levels of hydrogen. These radii may be extracted from the laser
spectroscopy of muonic hydrogen (mp, that is, a proton orbited by a muon). We measured the
2SF=01/2 -2P

F=1
3/2 transition frequency in mp to be 54611.16(1.05) gigahertz (numbers in parentheses

indicate one standard deviation of uncertainty) and reevaluated the 2SF=11/2 -2P
F=2
3/2 transition

frequency, yielding 49881.35(65) gigahertz. From the measurements, we determined the Zemach
radius, rZ = 1.082(37) femtometers, and the magnetic radius, rM = 0.87(6) femtometer, of the
proton. We also extracted the charge radius, rE = 0.84087(39) femtometer, with an order of
magnitude more precision than the 2010-CODATA value and at 7s variance with respect to it, thus
reinforcing the proton radius puzzle.

As the simplest of all stable atoms, hy-
drogen (H) is unique in its use for com-
parison between theory and experiment

of bound-state energy level structures. Observa-
tion of the simple Balmer series in the H emis-
sion spectrum inspired the Bohr atomic model
and quantum mechanics. More precise mea-
surements of the first Balmer line revealed a
splitting of the n = 2 states (n is the principal
quantum number) arising from the electron’s
magnetic moment (spin-orbit interaction). Such
data represented the crucial validation of the
Dirac equation. However, further direct investi-
gation of the hydrogen 2S1/2-2P1/2 energy split-
ting (Lamb shift) and the 1S hyperfine splitting
(HFS) in 1947 by means of microwave spec-

troscopy revealed a small deviation from the
prediction of the Dirac equation. This fueled the
development of quantum electrodynamics (QED).
Precision measurements of H transition frequen-
cies have been pursued in the past 40 years by
laser spectroscopy. In spite of the considerable ad-
vances in both experimental (spectroscopy) and
theoretical (bound-state QED) accuracy, the com-
parison between theory and experiment has been
hampered by the lack of accurate knowledge of the
proton charge andmagnetization distributions. The
proton structure is important because an electron in
an S state has a nonzero probability to be inside
the proton. The attractive force between the pro-
ton and the electron is thereby reduced because
the electric field inside the charge distribution is
smaller than the corresponding field produced
by a point charge. Thus, the measured transition
frequencies depend on the proton size.

Although the shifts of the energy levels as-
sociated with the proton finite size are small, it
is the 1 to 2% relative uncertainty of the pro-
ton charge radius, rE (1–3), and Zemach radius,
rZ (4, 5), respectively, that presently limit the
theoretical predictions of the Lamb shift and the
HFS in H. The Zemach radius reflects the spa-
tial distribution of magnetic moments smeared
out (convoluted) by the charge distribution of
the proton.

Historically, these radii were derived from
measurements of the differential cross section in
elastic electron-proton scattering. An independent
and more precise determination of these radii can
be achieved by laser spectroscopy of the exotic

“muonic hydrogen” atom, mp (6). Such atoms
are formed by a proton and a negative muon,
m−, a particle whose mass, mm, is 207 times that
of the electron, me. Its atomic energy levels are
affected by the finite size of the proton charge
distribution (neglecting higher moments of the
charge distribution and higher orders in a) by

DEfinite size ¼ 2pZa
3

r2EjYð0Þj2 ð1Þ

where Y(0) is the atomic wave function at the or-
igin, a the fine structure constant, and Z = 1 the
proton charge. For S states, |Y(0)|2 is propor-
tional to mr

3, with mr ≈ 186me being the reduced
mass of the mp system. The muon Bohr radius is
186 times smaller than the electron Bohr radius
in H, resulting in a strongly increased sensitivity
of mp to the proton finite size.

We have recently performed the measure-
ment of the 2SF¼1

1=2 -2PF¼2
3=2 transition (Fig. 1 C) in

mp, which led to a determination of rE with a
relative accuracy ur = 8 × 10−4 (6). Yet the rE
value obtained is seven standard deviations small-
er than the world average (7) based on H spec-
troscopy and elastic electron scattering. This
discrepancy has triggered a lively discussion ad-
dressing the accuracy of these experiments, bound-
state QED, the proton structure, the Rydberg
constant (R∞), and possibilities of new physics.

Principle and measurements. The principle
of the muonic hydrogen Lamb shift experiment
is to form muonic hydrogen in the 2S state (Fig.
1A) and then measure the 2S-2P energy splitting
(Fig. 1C) by means of laser spectroscopy (Fig.
1B) using the setup sketched in Fig. 2 (6).

Negative muons from the proton accelera-
tor of the Paul Scherrer Institute, Switzerland,
are stopped in H2 gas at 1 hPa and 20°C, where
highly excited mp atoms (n ≈ 14) are formed.
Most of these deexcite quickly to the 1S ground
state (8), but ~1% populate the long-lived 2S
state (Fig. 1A), whose lifetime is ~1 ms at 1 hPa
(9). A 5-ns laser pulse with a wavelength tun-
able from 5.5 to 6 mm (10, 11) illuminates the
target gas volume, about 0.9 ms after the muon
reached the target. On-resonance light induces
2S → 2P transitions, which are immediately
followed by 2P → 1S deexcitation via 1.9-keV
Ka x-ray emission (lifetime t2P = 8.5 ps). A res-
onance curve is obtained by measuring the num-
ber of 1.9-keV x-rays in time coincidence with
the laser pulse (i.e., within a time window of 0.900
to 0.975 ms after the muon entry into the target)
as a function of the laser wavelength. The 75-ns
width of this window corresponds to the confine-
ment time of the laser light within the multipass
mirror cavity surrounding the gas target.

We have measured the two 2S-2P transitions
depicted in Fig. 1C, one from the singlet state
with frequency ns = n( 2SF¼0

1=2 − 2PF¼1
3=2 ) and

wavelength ls ≅ 5.5 mm and the other from
the triplet state with nt = n(2SF¼1

1=2 − 2PF¼2
3=2 ) and

lt ≅ 6.0 mm. For the latter, we present an up-
dated analysis of the data presented in (6).
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Figure 3 shows the two measured mp res-
onances. Details of the data analysis are given
in (12). The laser frequency was changed every
few hours, and we accumulated data for up to
13 hours per laser frequency. The laser frequen-
cy was calibrated [supplement in (6)] by using
well-known water absorption lines. The reso-
nance positions corrected for laser intensity ef-
fects using the line shape model (12) are

ns ¼ 54611:16(1:00)stat(30)sysGHz ð2Þ

nt ¼ 49881:35(57)stat(30)sysGHz ð3Þ
where “stat” and “sys” indicate statistical and sys-
tematic uncertainties, giving total experimental un-
certainties of 1.05 and 0.65 GHz, respectively.
Although extracted from the same data, the fre-
quency value of the triplet resonance, nt, is slightly
more accurate than in (6) owing to several improve-
ments in the data analysis. The fitted line widths
are 20.0(3.6) and 15.9(2.4) GHz, respectively, com-
patible with the expected 19.0 GHz resulting from
the laser bandwidth (1.75 GHz at full width at half
maximum) and the Doppler broadening (1 GHz)
of the 18.6-GHz natural line width.

The systematic uncertainty of each measure-
ment is 300 MHz, given by the frequency cal-
ibration uncertainty arising from pulse-to-pulse
fluctuations in the laser and from broadening
effects occurring in the Raman process. Other
systematic corrections we have considered are
the Zeeman shift in the 5-T field (<60 MHz),
AC and DC Stark shifts (<1 MHz), Doppler
shift (<1 MHz), pressure shift (<2 MHz), and
black-body radiation shift (<<1 MHz). All these
typically important atomic spectroscopy system-
atics are small because of the small size of mp.

The Lamb shift and the hyperfine splitting.
From these two transition measurements, we
can independently deduce both the Lamb shift
(DEL = DE2P1/2−2S1/2) and the 2S-HFS splitting
(DEHFS) by the linear combinations (13)

1

4
hns þ 3

4
hnt ¼ DEL þ 8:8123ð2ÞmeV

hns − hnt ¼ DEHFS − 3:2480ð2ÞmeV ð4Þ

Finite size effects are included in DEL and
DEHFS. The numerical terms include the cal-
culated values of the 2P fine structure, the 2P3/2
hyperfine splitting, and the mixing of the 2P
states (14–18). The finite proton size effects on
the 2P fine and hyperfine structure are smaller
than 1 × 10−4 meV because of the small overlap
between the 2P wave functions and the nu-
cleus. Thus, their uncertainties arising from
the proton structure are negligible. By using
the measured transition frequencies ns and nt
in Eqs. 4, we obtain (1 meV corresponds to
241.79893 GHz)

DEexp
L ¼ 202:3706(23) meV ð5Þ

DEexp
HFS ¼ 22:8089(51) meV ð6Þ

The uncertainties result from quadratically
adding the statistical and systematic uncertain-
ties of ns and nt.

The charge radius. The theory (14, 16–22)
relating the Lamb shift to rE yields (13):

DEth
L ¼ 206:0336(15Þ − 5:2275(10Þr2E þ DETPE

ð7Þ
where E is in meV and rE is the root mean
square (RMS) charge radius given in fm and
defined as rE

2 = ∫d3r r2 rE(r) with rE being the
normalized proton charge distribution. The first
term on the right side of Eq. 7 accounts for
radiative, relativistic, and recoil effects. Fine and
hyperfine corrections are absent here as a con-
sequence of Eqs. 4. The other terms arise from
the proton structure. The leading finite size effect
−5.2275(10)rE2 meV is approximately given by
Eq. 1 with corrections given in (13, 17, 18).
Two-photon exchange (TPE) effects, including the
proton polarizability, are covered by the term
DETPE = 0.0332(20) meV (19, 24–26). Issues
related with TPE are discussed in (12, 13).

The comparison of DEth
L (Eq. 7) with DEexp

L
(Eq. 5) yields

rE ¼ 0:84087(26)exp(29)th fm
¼ 0:84087(39) fm ð8Þ

This rE value is compatible with our pre-
vious mp result (6), but 1.7 times more precise,
and is now independent of the theoretical pre-
diction of the 2S-HFS. Although an order of
magnitude more precise, the mp-derived proton
radius is at 7s variance with the CODATA-2010
(7) value of rE = 0.8775(51) fm based on H spec-
troscopy and electron-proton scattering.

Magnetic and Zemach radii. The theoretical
prediction (17, 18, 27–29) of the 2S-HFS is (13)

DEth
HFS ¼ 22:9763(15Þ − 0:1621(10)rZ þ DEpol

HFS

ð9Þ
where E is in meVand rZ is in fm. The first term is
the Fermi energy arising from the interaction
between the muon and the proton magnetic mo-
ments, corrected for radiative and recoil con-
tributions, and includes a small dependence of
−0.0022rE2 meV = −0.0016 meVon the charge
radius (13).

The leading proton structure term depends
on rZ, defined as

rZ ¼ ∫d3r∫d3r′r′rE(r)rM(r − r′) ð10Þ

with rM being the normalized proton mag-
netic moment distribution. The HFS polariz-

Fig. 1. (A) Formation of mp in highly excited states and subsequent cascade with emission of “prompt”
Ka, b, g. (B) Laser excitation of the 2S-2P transition with subsequent decay to the ground state with Ka
emission. (C) 2S and 2P energy levels. The measured transitions ns and nt are indicated together with
the Lamb shift, 2S-HFS, and 2P-fine and hyperfine splitting.
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ability contribution DEpol
HFS ¼ 0:0080ð26Þ meV

is evaluated by using measured polarized struc-
ture functions (28, 29).

Comparison of DEth
HFS (Eq. 9) with DEexp

HFS
(Eq. 6) yields

rZ ¼ 1:082(31)exp(20)th fm
¼ 1:082ð37Þ fm ð11Þ

This value has a relative accuracy of ur = 3.4%,
limited by our measurements, and is compatible
with both rZ = 1.086(12) fm (4) and rZ = 1.045(4)
fm (5) from electron-proton scattering and rZ =
1.047(16) fm (30) and rZ = 1.037(16) fm (31)
fromH spectroscopy. The agreement between the
muonic and the other rZ values implies agreement
between predicted and measured 2S-HFS.

By knowing rZ and rE, it is possible to extract
themagnetic RMS radius whenmodels for charge
rE and magnetization distributions rM are as-
sumed. Use of a dipole model for both, with the
muonic values for rE and rZ, yields rM = 0.87(6)
fm, in agreement with recent results from electron
scattering rM=0.803(17) fm (1, 32), rM=0.867(28)
fm (2), and rM = 0.86(3) fm (33).

The proton-size puzzle. The origin of the large
discrepancy between our rE and theCODATAvalue
is not yet known (34). The radius definitions used in
H and mp spectroscopy and in scattering are con-
sistent (35). Various studies have confirmed the
theory of the mp Lamb shift and in particular the

proton-structure contributions. The extracted rE
value changes by less than our quoted uncertainty
for various models of the proton charge distribu-
tion (36).

Solving the proton radius puzzle by assuming
a large tail for the proton charge distribution (37)
is ruled out by electron-proton scattering data
(5, 38, 39) and by chiral perturbation theory (40).
The possibility that we performed spectroscopy
on a three-body system such as a ppm-molecule
or a mpe-ion instead of a “bare” mp atom (41) has
been excluded by three-body calculations (42).

The DETPE between the muon and a proton
with structure is evaluated by using the doubly
virtual Compton amplitude, which, by means of
dispersion relations, can be related to measured
proton form factors and spin-averaged structure
functions. Part of a subtraction term needed to
remove a divergence in one Compton amplitude
is usually approximated by using the one-photon
on-shell form factor (19). A possible large uncer-
tainty related with this approximation has been
emphasized in (26, 43), but this possibility has
been strongly constrained by heavy-baryon chiral
perturbation theory calculations (25).

R∞ is necessary to extract rE from the mea-
sured 1S-2S transition frequency in H (44). Hence,
several new atomic physics experiments aim at
an improved determination of R∞, checking also
for possible systematic shifts in previous R∞ de-
terminations in H.

Recent electron-proton scatteringmeasurements
yielded rE = 0.879(9) fm (1) and rE = 0.875(11) fm
(2), in disagreement with our result. The extraction
of rE from elastic electron-proton scattering requires
extrapolation of themeasured electric form factor to
zero momentum transfer, Q2 = 0. This extrapo-
lation has been investigated in detail (45). A global
fit of proton and neutron form factors based on
dispersion relations and the vector-dominance
model gives rE = 0.84(1) fm (33), in agreement
with our value, albeit with a larger c2 than the
phenomenological fits (1).

The rE value from mp could deviate from
the values from electron-proton scattering and
H spectroscopy if the muon-proton interaction
differs from the electron-proton interaction. The
window for such “new physics” is small given
the multitude of low-energy experimental con-
straints coming from hydrogen, muonium, and
mSi spectroscopy; electron and muon g-2 mea-
surements; meson decays; neutron scattering; and
searches for dark photons, etc. [(46) and refer-
ences therein]. Nevertheless, models with new
force carriers of MeV-mass have been proposed
that could explain the rE puzzle without conflict-
ing with other experimental observations (46, 47).

Conclusions.We have presented a measure-
ment of the 2SF¼0

1=2 -2P
F¼1
3=2 transition in mp and a

reanalysis of the 2SF¼1
1=2 -2PF¼2

3=2 transition (6). Sum-
ming and subtracting these two measurements
leads to an independent assessment of the 2S-HFS

Fig. 2. Experimental
apparatus. Accelerator-
created negative pions
are transported to the
cyclotron trap. Here they
decay into MeV-energy
muons, which are decel-
erated by a thin foil placed
at the trap center. The re-
sulting keV-energy muons
leave the trap and fol-
low a toroidal magnetic
field of 0.15 T (acting
as a momentum filter) be-
fore entering a 5-T sole-
noid where the hydrogen
target is placed. A muon
entrance detector pro-
vides a signal that trig-
gers the laser system.
About 0.9 ms later, the
formed mp is irradiated
by the laser pulse to in-
duce the 2S-2P transi-
tion. Such a short delay
is achieved by the con-
tinuous 1.5-kWpumping
of two Q-switched disk
lasers operating in prelas-
ing mode (8). The disk-
laser pulses are frequency
doubled [second harmonic generation (SHG)] and used to pump a Ti:Sa laser. The Ti:
Sa oscillator is seededby a stabilized continuous-wave Ti:Sa laser, and the emitted red
pulses of ~700-nm wavelength and 5-ns length are well suited for efficient Raman

conversion to 5.5 - 6 mm via three Stokes shifts in hydrogen gas at 15 bar (9). These
pulses are then injected into amultipass cavity surrounding the hydrogen gas target.
Absolute calibration from 5.5 to 6 mm was performed by water vapor spectroscopy.
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and the “pure” 2S-2P Lamb shift. By comparison
with theoretical predictions, two proton-structure
parameters are determined: rE = 0.84087(39) fm
and rZ = 1.082(37) fm. These radii play a crucial
role in the understanding of the atomic hydrogen
spectrum (bound-state QED). They also provide
information needed to test quantum chromody-
namics in the nonperturbative region.

Subtracting the H(1S) and H(2S) Lamb
shifts, computed by using the muonic rE, from
the measured 1S−2S transition frequency in H
gives R∞ = 3.2898419602495(10)(25) × 1015

Hz /c. The first uncertainty of 1.0 kHz/c and
the second of 2.5 kHz/c originate from the un-
certainties of the muonic rE and QED theory in
H, respectively. This R∞ deviates by −115 kHz/c,
corresponding to 6.6 standard deviations, from
the CODATA (7) value but is six times more
precise (relative accuracy of ur = 8 × 10−13).

Our value of the proton charge radius rE(p)
can be used to determine a new deuteron charge
radius, rE(d), by using the accurately measured
isotope shift of the 1S-2S transition in H and D
(48). From equation 4 of (48)

rE
2(d) − rE

2( p) ¼ 3:82007(65) fm2 ð12Þ
we obtain a precise value of the deuteron RMS
charge radius

rEðdÞ ¼ 2:12771ð22Þ fm

in agreement with rE(d) = 2.130(10) fm (49) from
electron-deuteron scattering but more than an
order of magnitude more precise. The CODATA
(7) value rE(d) = 2.1424(25) fm is in disagreement,
because it is dominantly based on the 7s dis-
crepant rE( p) value of CODATA combined with
Eq. 12. The Lamb shift in muonic deuterium md
can provide an independent rE(d) value.
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Fig. 3. Muonic hydrogen resonances (solid circles) for singlet ns (A) and triplet nt (B) transitions. Open circles show data recorded without laser pulses. Two
resonance curves are given for each transition to account for two different classes, I and II, of muon decay electrons (12). Error bars indicate the standard error.
(Insets) The time spectra of Ka x-rays. The vertical lines indicate the laser time window.
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